
Genesis 

Chicago 
Land of architecture, transportation, nuclear reactors, and 
Sherwood. 
Recurring themes? 

Marshall Fields L Train 
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Digital Mammography 

Dr. Debi Ikeda 

Fran Backus 
Walter Snoeys 
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A Problem 
High energy particles cause displacement damage in 
silicon 

This displacement damage mimics acceptor sites 

More acceptor sites requires a higher bias voltages 
to fully deplete 

Sensors breakdown before full depletion 

Incomplete signal collection means track inefficiency 
means a useless detector 

The inner layers at the SSC and LHC were know to 
suffer from significant bulk displacement damage 
and this could limit the science reach of these 
machines, if this problem was not addressed. 
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A Related Problem 

In the 1990s it was challenging to grow Gallium Arsenide crystals of high 
quality 

In particular the signal carrier lifetimes before being captured by a defect 
were prohibited the use of GaAs as a ionizing radiation sensor in 
challenging applications. 

For a given mobility a short lifetime means a short collection distance 

Cinzia and Sherwood were also facing this puzzle 
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The Call 

As our work on mammography was 
winding down after the SSC was 
cancelled … 

I remember getting a phone call from 
Sherwood one evening. 

He had yet another interesting idea about 
which he was quite excited. 
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An Answer 

The state of the art was and still is referred to as the “Planar Process”. 

Growing up in Chicago, Sherwood was surrounded by skyscrapers. 

So it was only natural, that as the  architects of 19th and 20th century 
Chicago had done, Sherwood would go in the third direction!  
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The Idea 

Form electrodes perpendicular to the 
sensor surface and extending into the bulk 

Reduces depletion distance 

Reduces signal drift distance 

More radiation tolerant 

Faster 
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Would it Work? 

Simulations by Julie Segal  
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The Challenge 

Making lots of holes 

Can it be done? 

How? 
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Right Time 

Bosch had recently conceived the two-phase 
deep etching process 

Lucas NovaSensor – a local company – had 
one of the first commercial machines 

Chris Storment was a member of the Stanford 
staff and collaborated with Lucas NovaSensor 
and was an expert in the nascent technique of 
deep etching of silicon  

Stanford acquired  one of the early STS 
machines 

Chris Storment 
Jim McVittie 
John Shott 
Margaret Prisbe 
Greg Kovacs 
Jim Plummer 
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Kindergarten - Baby Steps and Falls 

Successfully etched through wafers! 

Problems with eChuck 

Develop thick resist procedure 

Develop high aspect ratio DRIE process 

Troubles with holey wafers – resist, vacuum, etc. 

We spent about a year developing parts of the 
process. 

Then 6 months making the first batch of wafers 

One by one the wafers broke – the last one during 
metal litho 
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Fabrication steps 

support wafer! oxide!

sensor  wafer!

p!  n! n!

support wafer! oxide!

p! n!

p!

 n!

p!
oxide!

1.  etch border trenches!
2.  diffuse in dopant!

3.  grow protective oxide 
cover!

4.  fill trench with poly!

5.  vertical, directed etch (to 
dotted lines)!

6.  turn off sidewall 
protection step!

7.  isotropic etch to oxide 
stop (steps 3, 6, and 7 
can be skipped.)!

8.  additional steps are not 
included on this slide 
(and note, bonding 
oxide to support wafer 
not colored )!

9.  n and p electrodes can be 
reversed!

5 
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12 µm 

D 
d 

An early test structure by 
Julie Segal, etched and 
coated (middle, right), 
showing conformal nature of 
poly coat. 

An electrode hole, filled, 
broken (accidentally) in a 
plane through the axis, 
showing grain structure 
(below).  The surface poly is 
later etched off. 

290 µm 

coated, top 

coated, bottom 

uncoated 

Examples of etching and coating with polysilicon. 
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First Real Test 

Work with LBL to test signal collection quality 

Brad Krieger and Bernhard Ludewigt 

See nice spectrum. 

It works! 
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3D works after irradiation 

90-Sr β signal in 3D sensor irradiated 
by 10e15 SPS protons / sq cm, fully 
reverse annealed, no implanted oxygen, 
room temperature.  

IR µbeam signal vs. V-bias, 3D sensor 
10e15 55 MeV protons / sq. cm ≈ 1.8 
10e15 1 MeV neutrons.  Measured at  
room temp.  Stored at low temp.  No 
beneficial or reverse annealing, no 
oxygen. Both sensors 181 µm thick, 100 µm × 134  µm 

cells, joined in rows for readout. 
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Fast Timing – Angela Kok’s Thesis 

Giovani 
Anelli’s 
ASIC 
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Geometric Playground – Active Edges 

Jasmine Hasi’s thesis work 
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Plasma-Diced 
Active edge 
Active edge planar 
64 x 64 array of 
150µm pixels 

With Ed Westbrook 
and Al Thompson 

Planar Active-Edge Sensor 
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Equation 

Geometry of skyscrapers (use all spatial 
dimensions) 
+ 
L-Train / TGV (fast signal transport) 
+  
Nuclear physics (Fermi, Alvarez, U. 
Chicago, The Rad Lab) 
+  
Sherwood 
= 
3D Radiation Sensor 


